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Introduction
The SMB Project is a fully decentralized community founded on the 
principle that we can help the people and the planet alike.The SMB 

Project consists of 3 tokens, a forum, and a coin index.
 

The "Self Made Billionaire-SMB Token"  is the backbone of the SMB 
ecosystem and will help pave the way for future SMB development and 

projects which include, but are not limited to, the SMB Crypto Forum, SMB 
Coin Index, and other coins/ tokens.

 
The "Self Made Billionaire Green Earth-SMBGE Token" will focus on 

agricultural and green projects. 
 

The "Self Made Billionaire Elon-SMBElon Token" is the SMB Token 
project's meme token, named after one of the world's finest Self Made 

Billionaires, and is tied into the SMB Reward system. 
 

The SMB Crypto Forum is designed for people to communicate about 
crypto, advertise projects, and earn SMB token rewards in the process.

The SMB Coin Index is a place to list your own crypto projects.
 

I was inspired to start the Self Made Billionaire project after witnessing a 
70 year-old man forced to work because his retirement did not cover all of 
his bills. I thought to myself, "This won't be me, and this is not right." The 
elderly should be able to enjoy the last years of their life, and we should 

all be able to spend more time with our families than we do in the 
workplace. 

 
Once we complete our mission to a fully decentralized community, we will 

have successfully demonstrated to the world how a decentralized 
approach is just as effective -- if not more so -- than a centralized one. 

Along the way, we will have improved the quality of life of thousands (if 
not millions) of people.
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Unlike governments and corporate entities, community members 
have a better understanding of the unique problems facing their 

respective communities.  Community members have better ideas 
on where to focus energy, spend money, and how to organize more 

efficiently.  In a decentralized community, active community 
members directly participate in the decision-making and are the 

drivers of change and innovation.

Decentralization has three general benefits:
1. It encourages motivational thought and creativity

2. It allows many minds to work simultaneously on the same issue.
3. It accommodates flexibility and individualization through 

innovation and successful implementation of new ideas.
 
 

SMB offers diverse investment opportunities for our clients 
through multiple tokens, each with different functions and 

purposes.  If you want to help grow the SMB project as a whole, 
invest in the Self Made Billionaire-SMBToken.  Investors with a 

green thumb will be interested in supporting the Self Made 
Billionaire Green Earth-SMBGE Token, contributing to agricultural 
and green projects.  Finally, if you want to HODL millions, billions 
or even trillions of tokens and go on a mission, hop onto the Self 

Made Billionaire-SMBElon Token for meme ride to the moon.

Why Decentralizing 
Matters?

Why so many tokens?
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Why Should I Care?
 

The Self Made Billionaire project aims to create an impressive size 
community of like-minded people who work together in a decentralized 
manner to improve the lives of many. We have grown our community 

from a few people to a few thousand people in just a few short months. 
The project started with $0 and a vision, and as the vision unfolds and 
our goals consistently met, SMBElon now has a Diluted Market Cap of 
$47,367.28, SMBGE has a Diluted Market Cap of $12,031.46 and SMB 
has a Diluted Market Cap: $18,967.49. With the SMB project we have a 
chance to make history, and you have an oppurtunity to make change!

 
 All investments come with risks, and we do not promise gains. 

However, investing in SMB assets is potentially extremely profitable, 
and is for a good cause.

We have started out all of our assets at the lowest possible price to 
maximize the upside potential and minimize the risk for early investors. 
Invest in SMB assets if you want to gain direct exposure to the demand 

for our digital currencies and you believe in our cause! 
For people who have little to no money to invest, we offer innovative 

distribution methods for our assets, such as rewarding members in our 
crypto forum for usage, daily airdrops in our Discord server, daily tasks, 

referrals, contests and giveaways!  
Additionally, we are currently partnered with Corgiswap and YieldFields 
in the creation of farms and pools for our investors, offering excellent 
APR opportunities.  And we are actively seeking out new partnerships 

that share the views and goals of the SMB project to ensure our 
continous growth.
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SMB Tokenomics:
Max supply: 100,000,000,000
Development: 20,000,000,000 - 20%
Community distribution: 10,000,000,000 - 10%
Marketing: 20,000,000,000 - 20%
Liquidity: 50,000,000,000 - 10/50%
 
SMBGE Tokenomics:
Max supply: 100,000,000,000,000
Development: 10,000,000,000,000 - 10%
Contributions: 10,000,000,000,000 - 10%
Community distribution: 10,000,000,000,000 - 10%
Marketing: 20,000,000,000,000 - 20%
Liquidity: 50,000,000,000,000 - 10/50%
 
SMBElon Tokenomics:
Max supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000
Development: 100,000,000,000,000 - 10%
Community distribution: 200,000,000,000,000 - 20%
Marketing: 200,000,000,000,000 - 20%
Liquidity: 500,000,000,000,000 - 40/50%
 
 
 
 

SMB Tokenomics
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Self Made Billionaire Roadmap!
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Official Links
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https://www.facebook.com/SMBToken

https://twitter.com/SMBToken1

https://www.instagram.com/smbtoken

https://t.me/smb_token

https://www.reddit.com/r/SMBElon_Official

https://discord.gg/DX3zhEPDfr

smbtoken@smbtoken.site

https://smbtoken.site
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Team
Name: Anonymous/SMBToken | Godfather 

Position: Founder, Head of Development, Marketing
 
 

Name: Anonymous/SMBToken | BigFish
Position: Co-Founder, Financial advisor

 
 

Name: Anonymous/SMBToken | Crek
Position: Project Manager, Lead Developer, Marketing, 

Discord Admin
 
 

Name: Anonymous/SMBToken | ThePeachOx
Position: Writer, Editor, Typesetter, Proofreader, Discord Moderator

 
 

Name: Anonymous/SMBToken | Gralgas
Position: Web Design, Discord Moderator

 
 

Name: Justin Hartman/SMBToken | iamJustin
Position: Discord Moderator

 
 

Name: Anonymous/SMBToken | Tobaz
Position: Telegram Moderator

 
 

Name: Anonymous/SMBToken | PK
Position: Marketing
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Disclaimer
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High Risk Investment
 

Trading cryptocurrencies carries a high level of risk, and may 
not be suitable for all investors. Before deciding to trade 

cryptocurrency you should be aware of all laws in your area 
regaurding cryptocurrency, you should carefully consider your 

investment objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite. The 
possibility exists that you could sustain a loss of some or all of 

your initial investment and therefore you should not invest 
money that you cannot afford to lose. You should be aware of 
all the risks associated with cryptocurrency trading, and seek 

advice from an independent financial advisor and conduct your 
own research and due diligence. If you do purchase any SMB 

assets, you understand and agree that you are not purchasing  
shares or securities of any type. They do not entitle you to 

ownership or other interests in the Self Made Billionaire Project. 
 

Any opinions, news, research, analyses, prices, or other 
information contained on this website is provided as general 

market commentary, and does not constitute investment advice. 
The SMB project will not accept liability for any loss or damage, 

including without limitation to, any loss of profit, which may 
arise directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such 

information. All opinions expressed in our materials are owned 
by the respective writer and should never be considered as 

advice in any form.
 

This is a living document that, at the time of publishing, is up
to date. The SMB project makes no representation or warranties 
as to the accuracy and or timelines of the information contained 

herein. A qualified professional should be consulted before 
making any financial decisions.
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